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ABSTRACT
The integrated combustor vane concept in gas turbines
with can combustors has been shown to have significant
benefits compared to conventional nozzle guide vanes.
Aerodynamic losses and heat transfer levels are considerably
reduced, and the cooling characteristics are advantageous.
For a more complete picture it is important to consider the
full-stage performance. This paper thus investigates the
aerodynamic flowfield in the first high-pressure stage of a
gas turbine. A comparison between conventional and
integrated vane design illustrates a gain in stage efficiency of
more than 1% for the novel concept. This is caused by
reduced losses in the stator and an improved rotor
performance. The latter is due to the halving of the number
of wakes being convected through the rotor, and due to a
reduction in pitchwise averaged rotor incidence. It is
furthermore shown that the integrated vane design leads to
increased pitchwise flow variations at the inlet to the rotor
resulting in increased strength of secondary flow.

INTRODUCTION
The rising share of sustainable energy sources is leading
to an increased need for power generation gas turbines due to
their flexible operation that allows matching of power supply
and demand. This puts significant emphasis on further
improving gas turbine efficiency and reducing emissions.
The integrated combustor vane concept for power generation
gas turbines demonstrates the potential for considerable
improvements of the aerothermal performance, as shown in a
study by Jacobi and Rosic [1]. It suggests to remove the
high-pressure turbine’s nozzle guide vanes and achieve the
necessary flow turning with novel vanes designed to
effectively extend the combustor walls. The study illustrated

considerable aerodynamic benefits (reduction of total
pressure loss coefficient by more than 25%) and improved
cooling effectiveness, and reductions of heat transfer levels
in the order of 40%-50% [2]. In order to deem the concept a
viable application it should also prove a superior stage
performance, which will be the objective of this paper.

Figure 1: Full-stage domain of conventional vane (a) and
integrated vane (b) design
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Many studies have investigated the potential of vane and
endwall profiling for loss reduction in low aspect ratio
turbine linear cascades. Denton and Pullan (Denton & Pullan,
2012) however illustrated that such cascade measurements
are of limited relevance for real turbine flow and that detailed
whole stage investigations should be undertaken to obtain a
better understanding of the physical loss mechanisms.
Significant effort has already been made to improve stage
efficiency. Yoon et al. (Yoon, Denton, Curtis, Longley, &
Pullan, 2014) experimentally and numerically showed an
increase in stage efficiency of 0.49% by using a nonorthogonal stator. This was caused by a reduction in the flow
diffusion between the stator and rotor. A further study by
Pullan et al. (Pullan, Denton, & Curtis, 2006) showed that
aft-loading a low aspect ratio stator can help to reduce the
influence of secondary flows, in this case resulting in an
improved stage efficiency of 0.5%. Investigations by Wang
et al. (2010) presented a blade design optimization for
multistage turbomachines based on the adjoint gradient
solution approach. Significant stage efficiency gains are
illustrated for several test cases.
Stage efficiency can also be influenced by endwall
profiling. Predictions by Brennan et al. (Brennan, Harvey,
Rose, Fomison, & Taylor, 2003) for instance showed a
reduction in secondary loss through endwall profiling,
leading to a stage efficiency gain of 0.4%. This was validated
by experiments of Rose et al. (Rose, Harvey, Seaman,
Newman, & McManus, 2001) on a single stage Trent 500 HP
model turbine, which achieved an 0.59% ± 0.25%
improvement in stage efficiency. Testing of IP and HP
turbine simultaneously, as performed by Harvey et al.
(Harvey, Brennan, Newman, & Rose, 2002), showed an
improvement in stage efficiency of 0.9% ± 0.4% for the IP
turbine with non-axisymmetric endwalls. More recent
numerical and experimental studies by Germain et al.
(Germain, Nagel, Raab, Schüpbach, Abhari, & Rose, 2010)
and Schüpbach et al. (Schüpbach, Abhari, Rose, Germain,
Raab, & Gier, 2010) similarly show a stage efficiency gain of
1.0% ± 0.4% which is attributed to reduced secondary flow
loss and improvements in the midspan flow.
In short, it is possible to optimise the vane profile and
endwall for improvements in stage performance. This
approach however will inevitably reach its limits. It is thus
suggested to explore innovative ideas such as the integrated
combustor vane concept.

and numerical predictions has been illustrated in (Jacobi &
Rosic, Development and aerothermal investigation of
integrated combustor vane concept, 2015) and (Jacobi &
Rosic, 2016), giving confidence to the validity of the results
presented in this paper.
Figure 1 shows the whole stage of the conventional and
integrated vane design. The flow domain investigated for the
full stage simulations consists of combustor transition duct,
stator vanes and rotor. The integrated vane does not feature
any sweep or lean for simplicity reasons. The integrated vane
stage domain and part of the mesh can be seen in Figure 2.
The ratio of the number of rotors to combustors is 5 to 1 and
the annular-stage domains represent 18° of the annulus. The
meshes have 14.2 million and 14.3 million nodes for
conventional and integrated vane design respectively. The
simulations used a total pressure inlet, a static pressure outlet
and a rotor rotational speed of 3000 rpm representative of
real engine conditions. Further information is given in Table
1. Sliding interfaces were used for the unsteady full stage
calculations. The unsteady simulations were initiated from a
converged steady solution and run for 60 rotor blade passes
so that fully periodic aerodynamic behaviour was obtained.

Figure 2: Integrated vane stage domain (a) and mesh (b)
Condition
Value
Inlet total pressure
16.4 bar
Outlet static pressure
8.7 bar
Inlet total temperature
1690 K
Rotor rotational speed
3000 rpm
Computational domain 1 duct; 2 CV / 1 IV; 5 rotor blades
Domain periodicity
1/20th of annulus (=18°)
Axial chord at midspan
CV/ IV/ Rotor = 140/260/96 mm
Mesh size
14 mio.
Turbulence model
Mixing length
Stator-rotor link
Sliding interface
Table 1: Information about numerical setup

NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY
The numerical simulations performed in this study use
the TBLOCK flow solver. This in-house code was developed
by John Denton and solves the unsteady, compressible, threedimensional governing equations in a cylindrical coordinate
system using the finite volume method. The turbulence is
modelled with the mixing length approach since it offers
simplicity and has proven good agreement to many test cases
(Denton & Pullan, 2012). The mixing length turbulence
model was calibrated against experimental measurements on
a high-speed linear cascade. Good qualitative and
quantitative agreement between experimental measurements

FULL-STAGE EFFICIENCY
A comparison of turbine stage efficiency between
conventional and integrated vane design is paramount. This
paper will compare the growth of mass flow-weight averaged
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Figure 3: Time- averaged efficiency loss through conventional and integrated full stage
) and rotor (0
) respectively. It has been shown
entropy through the stage (i.e. for each axial position) for the
that the former is due to a reduction in profile and endwall
two computational domains using the lost efficiency:
loss caused by a reduction in the area of high Mach numbers
and boundary layer diffusion on the vane surface, and a
halving of the number of wakes (Jacobi & Rosic, 2015). On
Figure 3 thus shows the lost efficiency for the integrated
the rotor side, it can be seen that the lost efficiency stays
vane concept in comparison to a conventional vane design. It
nearly parallel for conventional and integrated vanes between
can be seen that the integrated vane design outperforms the
. It is apparent that the slope of lost
conventional vane design by 1.5% at the exit of the domain.
efficiency through the rotor is slightly lower at the exit and
This gain can be subdivided into a gain in stage efficiency of
downstream of the rotor for the integrated vane design.
approximately 0.7% and 0.8% in the stator (

Figure 4: Instantaneous entropy function at midspan (top) and at sliding interface (bottom) for conventional vane (a) and
integrated vane stage (b)
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The entropy function allows for a better qualitative
understanding of loss generation within the stage. It is
defined as:

Figure 4 thus shows the instantaneous distribution of the
entropy function at midspan and at the sliding interface for
conventional and integrated vane domains. For the
conventional vane design, two wakes per combustor are
generated. The shielded conventional vane leads to slightly
higher loss (thicker wake, lower entropy function levels)
compared to the unshielded conventional vane due to the
upstream combustor wall’s wake. The distribution at the
sliding interface shows that the conventional vane wakes are
skewed due to the compound lean of the vane profile (with
increased metal exit angle at midspan and reduced metal exit
angle at the endwalls. The wakes become increasingly
distorted when approaching the rotor’s potential field. The
wakes feed into the rotor. This results in losses inside and
downstream of the rotor (see steps 1-3in Figure 4) due to the
mixing out of the wakes and due to the interaction of the
wake with the rotor’s blade boundary layers on pressure and
suction surface.

Figure 5: Instantaneous relative turning at sliding
interface

The integrated vane design, in comparison, generates
only one wake per combustor. While the integrated vane’s
trailing edge thickness is identical to the conventional vane’s
trailing edge thickness, its aspect ratio is reduced. The
increased axial chord and the transferral of the combustor
wall boundary layer onto the integrated vane lead to higher
profile loss for one integrated vane compared to one
conventional vane. This results in a slightly stronger wake. It
can nonetheless be seen that the halving of the number of
wakes by the integrated vane design overcompensates the
slightly increased wake strength, with clearly lower loss
inside and downstream of the rotor compared to the
conventional vane design. The distribution at the sliding
interface shows that the integrated vane’s wake is nearly
radial in shape. This is due to the vane’s effectively twodimensional shape which does not feature any lean or sweep
profiling techniques. The wake is thus distributed over a
smaller number of rotor passages compared to the
conventional vane design, which should be noticeable in the
downstream distributions.

FLOWFIELD UPSTREAM OF ROTOR
The performance of the rotor is influenced by the
flowfield downstream of the stator vanes. The most relevant
indicators of the flowfield are the total pressure and turning
distributions. The effect of former (i.e. wake) on the stage
was illustrated in Figure 4 with the help of the entropy
function. Figure 5 on the other hand shows the spanwise
distribution of instantaneous relative turning at the sliding
interface (i.e. between stator and rotor) and the rotor inlet
metal angle. It can be seen that the turning distribution
downstream of the integrated vane features significantly
lower angle deviations from the rotor inlet metal angle
between approximately 0%-20% and 65%-100% of span
compared to the turning distribution downstream of the
conventional vane. This reduction in rotor incidence leads to
a smaller penalty of the rotor’s aerodynamic performance.
FLOWFIELD INSIDE OF ROTOR
The spanwise distribution presented in Figure 5 does not
provide information about the pitchwise variation in turning.
Since the rotor has a fixed metal inlet angle for each radial
profile, a closer look at the pitchwise flow variations is
important for understanding the stage performance. Figure 6
thus shows the conventional vane rotor instantaneous
streamtraces, and inlet total pressure and relative yaw at the
hub and casing endwall. The streamtraces indicate negative
incidence at the casing endwall. Furthermore, pitchwise
variations in relative turning between approximately -20° to
40° can be seen at the hub endwall. The total pressure
contour also shows a relatively thin and constant boundary
layer thickness at the rotor inlet hub and casing endwall, with
only slightly lower levels of total pressure behind the

A look at the endwalls shows that the integrated vane
design results in thicker boundary layers due to the removal
of the horse-shoe vortex system commonly found in
conventional vane passages. Moreover, the boundary layer is
slightly thicker at the hub compared to the casing due to the
radial pressure gradient (with higher pressures towards the
casing than towards the hub). This is likely to influence the
rotor’s secondary flow system. In order to obtain a better
understanding of the aerodynamic stage performance it is
important to compare the flowfield at the inlet of the rotor.
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conventional vane wakes. The rotor shows a relatively
tolerant incidence behaviour: The observed range of inlet
angles does not significantly alter the secondary flow system.
The secondary flow seen on the rotor suction surfaces is – as
a result of the rotor’s tolerant incidence behaviour and
relatively homogeneous boundary layer thickness - also
comparable between the rotor passages, and similar for hub
and casing.
Figure 7 shows the respective streamtraces, total

pressure and relative yaw plot for the integrated vane’s rotor.
It can be seen that the pitchwise variation in relative
incidence at the hub and casing endwall of the integrated
vane rotor is significantly higher than for the conventional
vane rotor, ranging from approximately -40° to 65°. This
large variation exceeds the rotor’s incidence flexibility and
the horse-shoe vortex system differs significantly between
the rotor passages. The total pressure plots show that the
boundary layer is thinner at the casing compared to the hub

Figure 6: Conventional vane rotor instantaneous streamtraces and inlet total pressure & relative yaw at hub (a)
and casing (c) endwall, and instantaneous streamtraces on conventional vane rotor suction surfaces (b)
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due to the higher pressures at the casing caused by the radial
pressure gradient of the annular design. This results in
stronger hub than casing secondary flow on the integrated
vane rotor suction surface. It can furthermore be seen that the
hub and casing endwall boundary layer thickness increases
continuously across the pitch towards the integrated vane
suction side. This leads to a higher non-uniformity between
the rotor passages secondary flows compared to the
conventional vane rotor secondary flows.

FLOWFIELD DOWNSTREAM OF ROTOR
The altered number of wakes, and the differing spanand pitchwise turning distribution of the integrated vane
design compared to the conventional vane design affect the
rotor’s aerodynamic performance and a look at the
downstream distributions should verify the differences in
loss. Figure 8 thus shows an axial cut of the instantaneous
entropy function downstream of the rotor for conventional

Figure 7: Integrated vane rotor instantaneous streamtraces and inlet total pressure & relative yaw at hub
(a) and casing (c) endwall, and instantaneous streamtraces on integrated vane rotor suction surfaces (b)
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and integrated vane design.

approaching the rotor. Each wake is thus distributed over a
larger number of rotor passages so that they cannot be clearly
identified downstream of the rotor.

Figure 8: Axial cut of instantaneous entropy function
downstream of rotor for conventional (top) and
integrated (bottom) vane design
It can be seen that the integrated vane design results in a
pitchwise less uniform distribution of the entropy function
due to the halving of the vane count. The wake of the
integrated vane is passed through the rotor and leads to an
increased loss downstream of rotor passage 4 (see also
location ‘3’ in Figure 4b). A relatively clean flow can be seen
downstream of the remaining rotor passages 1, 2, 3, and 5
(see areas marked with ‘+’). The total pressure distribution at
the hub endwall in Figure 7 showed a thickening of the
boundary layer towards the integrated vane’s suction side.
This thicker boundary layer gives rise to increased secondary
flows at the rotor hub resulting in the pronounced loss cores
downstream of the rotor. This effect is significantly stronger
at the hub than at the casing due to the radial pressure
gradient of the annular configuration (with reduced and
increased static pressure at the hub and casing respectively),
resulting in thicker boundary layers at the hub endwall
compared to the casing endwall upstream of the rotor. The
reduced turning towards the integrated vane’s pressure side
(to the right of the integrated vane’s wake) increases the
loading of the rotor and leads to higher profile loss (see
wakes of the passage 1 rotor blades). The profile loss
downstream of the remaining rotors is decreased (see areas
marked by ‘*’) resulting in thinner wakes compared to the
conventional vane rotor wakes. In comparison, overall levels
of the entropy function are lower for the conventional vane’s
design, indicating higher loss. The conventional vanes wakes
span over a larger circumferential distance compared to the
integrated vane (since the former use compound lean towards
the trailing edge while the latter effectively has a twodimensional profile) and become increasingly distorted when

Figure 9: Time- and pitchwise-averaged entropy function
at rotor inlet and outlet for a no-swirl case
Time- and pitchwise-averaging the entropy function
distributions at the rotor inlet (at the sliding interface) and
outlet (at the exit of the domain), as seen in Figure 9, allows
for a more quantitative comparison. Levels of the entropy
function are higher at the rotor inlet for the integrated vane
except for the region close to the hub endwall (due to the
integrated vane’s thicker endwall boundary layer and more
pronounced loss cores). This is due to the integrated vane’s
lower profile and trailing edge loss. The entropy function
levels are also higher at the rotor outlet for the integrated
vane between 25%-100% of span. Entropy function levels
are similar for both designs at the rotor outlet between 0%25% of span due to the integrated vane’s higher hub
secondary flow loss.
Overall, this shows that the rotor for the integrated vane
design outperforms the rotor for the conventional vane
design due to the halved number of incoming wakes as well
as the decreased pitchwise averaged rotor incidence angle
penalty. A gain in stage efficiency of approximately 1.5% for
the integrated vane design compared to the conventional
vane design at the exit of the stage domains is reached. As
the simulations for the conventional and integrated vane
domains were performed with identical rotors, which were
optimized for a conventional vane design, further
aerodynamic benefits might be achieved by a full-stage
design optimization.
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CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigated the full-stage performance of the
integrated combustor vane concept. A gain in stage
efficiency of 1.5% compared to a conventional vane design
was illustrated. This is caused by a reduction in loss in the
stator and an improved rotor performance. The integrated
vanes lead to a spanwise more uniform turning distribution at
the inlet to the rotor, thus reducing the incidence variation.
Combined with a halving of the number of wakes being
convected through the rotor helps to explain the increase in
stage efficiency. It is furthermore shown how an increase in
pitchwise variations of yaw and total pressure at the endwalls
for the integrated vane design leads to a more non-uniform
horse-shoe vortex system in the rotor and to stronger hub
secondary flows on the rotor suction surfaces.
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NOMENCLATURE
BL
Boundary Layer
CV / IV
Conventional Vane / Integrated Vane
HP / IP
High Pressure / Intermediate Pressure
LE / TE
Leading Edge / Trailing Edge
NGV
Nozzle Guide Vane
PS / SS
Pressure Surface / Suction Surface
VARIABLES & FUNCTIONS
cxIV
Integrated vane axial chord
Entropy function
Lost efficiency
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